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Renew
at home:
renovate

Make a
media
room
you’ll love

RJR Construction owner Shawn
Stewart, left, project manager
John Campbell and designer/
architect Osman Ozakcayli
renewed this Vancouver home
with a renovation that added
square footage to the living
space. Martin Knowles photo

TRICIA LESLIE

Renewing an old home is a major
undertaking: from the design process
to permit approval to completion, it is
an involved process for homeowner
and renovator.
When that renovation can actually
give the homeowner more space, the
renewal becomes an upgrade.
Such was the case at a West Side
Vancouver single-family home –
situated on a desirable corner lot in a
fantastic neighbourhood – where the
house itself was in need of a major
overhaul of almost everything from
the ground up.
The homeowners called in RJR Construction management.
“This house is on a small corner lot.
If the client had decided to tear down
and rebuild, they would only have
been allowed to build a 1,600-squarefoot home,” notes RJR owner Shawn
Stewart.
“By renovating instead of building
new, we were able to (make) it a
3,300-sq.-ft. home by creative use
of guidelines while staying with
the rules. It made perfect sense to
renovate.”
Stewart says they met these clients
on a recent tour of homes where one
of his company’s completed projects
was on display.
The homeowners were interviewing
a number of contractors – which is
what everyone should do, Stewart
says – and they really liked what RJR
had done on the house on tour.
So RJR made a full presentation and
discussed everything with the clients,
from fixed-price contracts to costplus to the approach on the project.
“If the client doesn’t have an architect, which this client didn’t, they

The sectional couch, its cushions freshly plumped, awaits
its guests for the evening.
The coffee table is laid out
with an impressive array of
snacks; beverages and related
mixes are lined up at the wet
bar.
The massive
flatscreen TV
– the focal
point of the
entire room
– is mounted
on the
wall, ready
to display
the hockey
game, the
fight, the movie, or the PVR’d
TV program from the night
before.
Home entertainment centres,
or media rooms, have become
extremely popular additions
inside local Metro Vancouver
homes, especially in a hightech world that offers the best
in flatscreen TVs, video games,
video-game players, BluRay
systems, high-definition technology and more.
These days, 3D TVs combine
the latest and greatest that
technology has to offer – and
homeowners are paying attention.
“Purchasing a 3D TV doesn’t
necessarily mean you’ll only
watch 3D programming,” says
Keith Laird, director of televisions for The Brick.
“(3D TVs) are the best 2D TVs
you can buy ... they will, with-
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game is also important.
A sales manager at a local Brick says sofas are
as trendy as ever with clients, but especially in
sectionals - for media rooms - whether in leather,
microfibre or other materials.
Sectional sofas with built-in reclining seats
are often purchased for home entertainment
theatres; some sectionals feature three or more
reclining parts that can be joined together or
pulled apart as separate seating.
While projectors are still available - and soon,
3D projectors - the vast range of large,
flatscreen TVs that are readily available
attract many customers, he says.
Other technologies, such as sophisticated home speaker and intercom systems,
are advancing every day.
Darryl Rosenfeldt, director of ConnectPro
Services - the installers and experts available through Future Shop - says some 3D TVs
are starting to come with WiFi access (wireless
Internet capability).
People can already download movies from the
Internet and watch them on TV through their

out a doubt, become the mainstream TV.”
That may not happen right away, Laird says, but
notes that a lot of 3D programming is already
available or on its way, such as footage from the
successful 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter
Games in Vancouver and Whistler and the more
recent FIFA World Cup (soccer).
It will also be an instant hit - if it’s not already - to
gamers who love their xBox, PlayStation, Nintendo Wii and other video game players.
‘’The biggest part of 3D will be movies and
gaming. 3D games will become very
prominent when you see pieces of a
car go flying by your head,’’ Laird says.
But whether 3D TVs or the still ultrapopular flatscreen televisions (plasma,
LCD/LED), Laird says the thinner, flat
screens remain highly sought-after.
And the TV remains king in the media room,
he adds.
‘’How large (the TV is) usually depends on the
size of the room ... the TV is always the focus,’’ he
says.
Being comfortable while watching the movie or
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The Brick sales representative Emily Harrison with some of the latest, most popular
flatscreen TVs available. The sectional couch – almost as much a media room must-have as
the TV – breaks into separate pieces, each with its own recliner. Rob Newell photo

computer, but soon, all media will likely be
able to be screened on the home’s television, Rosenfeldt says, including iTunes,
photos, games and more.
And, he notes, people may not have to
deal with multiple remotes much longer a new remote controller allows homeowners to ‘’control everything’’ in the home

entertainment theatre, from TV and DVDs
to listening to music.
No matter what each homeowner chooses
when renovating the home to include a
media room, one thing is certain: if it’s
comfy, and if the TV is impressive enough,
there will always be company for the
hocky game, the movie or the UFC fight.
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‘It made perfect
sense to renovate’
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need to contract with a company that has a design, architectural and build capability, which
we do,” says Stewart.
“Because of our complete service we were
able to satisfy their needs from design to
build with a fixed price. We told the client this
renovation was going to be in the range of
$600,000 to achieve what they wanted.”
Before a fixed price is agreed on, RJR does a
thorough examination of the home, assesses
what can be seen, then evaluates what changes
need to take place and the cost of those
changes, and then go from there.
RJR has the architectural/design department
involved in the initial process and works
closely with the estimating department, so
they are well versed in the costing. This allows
them to assure their clients – if the scope of
the project isn’t changed by the clients – what
the price will be.
Sometimes, there are unpredictable costs,
Stewart says, but RJR does its best to mitigate
any extra spending.
“In this case, there was an old oil tank we
discovered when we came across a copper line
buried in the soil,” Stewart says. “We were
able to get that removed safely and this was an

extra cost to the client.”
The Vancouver house required a lot of structural upgrades in order to make the home
sound, so it was structurally re-engineered and
approved to earthquake standards.
In order to meet the requirements of the city,
RJR had to reinforce with sheer walls and
structural beams, which were masked by
finished materials. On the exterior, the porch
was rebuilt and enhanced, raised fascia details
were applied to gables, pre-painted Hardie
board siding was added, and modern materials
were used to complement the period appearance of the house with stone, natural wood
trim and cladding.
Inside a sprinkler system was installed
throughout the home, along with radiant infloor heating, true divided fiberglass windows
and a high-efficiency boiler.
The creative use of space includes two separate units for a total of three baths, two kitchens, and nine bedrooms. The finishes in both
units are superb, with extensive use of natural
wood and re-milled existing doors; both units
fit naturally into the style of the home.
Both suites have open-plan living, with the
living room, full-size dining room and kitchen

L U M B E R S A L E S I N C.
flowing naturally from one to the
other. The atmosphere is casual
yet elegant with the striking millwork – from the fireplace to the
crown mouldings, from the baseboards to the bookcases – adding a
sophisticated touch.
As with any job, there were a few
bumps in the road – a huge glacier
boulder was found when the house
was lifted, for example, and the
property line was found to be two
feet off, plus the fact that RJR had
to work in an incredibly tiny space
when the neighbour asked that
a fence be installed between the
two homes prior to the start of the
renovation.
This is when a client will likely,
be thankful they have hired an
experienced contractor.
Brought back from the brink
with a sensitive and stunning
renovation, this Vancouver home
is now a delight to the homeowners and to the neighbourhood,
where it now fits in like it has
always belonged.
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Before and after photos show the
amazing transformation of a West
Side Vancouver home, thanks to a
renovation by RJR Construction.
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Would you like that Fried, Baked or Barbecued?
Personally, I prefer my electronics uncooked, and I’ll bet you do too.
This past season’s thunderstorms, undoubtedly, had many
homeowners scrambling to unplug their computers and other
expensive electronic equipment, with the intention of protecting
them from a potentially damaging power surge caused by a
lightning strike. A lightning strike up to two kilometres away can fry
your home’s sensitive electronic equipment. But what about the
ﬁxtures and appliances you are unable to disconnect, such as the
range, refrigerator, laundry machines, furnace or air conditioner? It
costs approximately $8,000 to $10,000 to replace the electronic
equipment in the average BC home. This amount can more than
double if you have invested in a sophisticated entertainment
system, newer appliances, or if you work from a home ofﬁce.
Although lightning strikes are relatively uncommon in the Fraser
Valley, power surges are not unusual and every home is susceptible
to the searing damage caused by a surge.

So where do power surges come from? An electrical storm is
certainly a very powerful and destructive source, but surges also
originate directly from your electrical utility supply company, to
which some Mission residents can attest. On January 5, 2009
a sudden and very destructive power surge, originating from
the power grid, left hundreds of Mission homes without power
and major damages to electronic components and appliances.
Homeowners were left to battle with insurance companies to
replace damaged or destroyed possessions.

A power surge, sometimes called a voltage surge or a transient
voltage ﬂuctuation, is a very brief spike in voltage, usually lasting
only millionths of a second and varying from a few hundred volts to
several thousand volts. Power surges can also vary in duration and
magnitude. If the spike exceeds an appliance’s normal operating
voltage requirement, an electrical arc is created inside the appliance
which generates heat. This heat will seriously bake the circuit
boards and other electrical components in the appliance and can
potentially cause a ﬁre.

Aside from the obvious beneﬁts of whole home surge protection,
there may be an added bonus. Some experts claim that
homeowners can expect to get up to 30% more life out of their
Many people have a false sense of security thinking that their
appliances, electronic equipment and even light bulbs, when
point-of-use surge strips or power bars will provide all the protection this important safety device is installed. To protect your home
needed. In reality, the common surge suppressor power bar should investment, the installation of a full panel surge protector on your
only be used as a secondary line of defence as many have a very
main electrical service panel is a must. Let’s reserve the cooking for
limited or one-time use only. A surge strip or power bar that has
something edible.
been compromised is nothing more than an extension cord and

Small power surges are also created within your own home when
larger appliances turn on and off. This is sometimes evident by
lights that go dim, but then brighten up again when the appliance
is turned off (although aluminium wiring or a grow op in the
neighbourhood might cause the same symptoms, but those are
topics for another day).The average home is hit with over 20
internal energy spikes in a single day. These internal surges are
distributed throughout your home and can signiﬁcantly shorten the
life of your electronics and appliances.

you will ﬁnd your electronics barbecued by the next surge that
comes along.
The best line of defence against all types of power surges is a
good quality main panel surge suppressor installed directly on your
main electrical panel by a knowledgeable and certiﬁed electrician.
Telephone and cable line protection should also be included as
surges can also enter your home by this method. A good quality
panel surge protector will repeatedly absorb any incoming spike
and reduce it to an acceptable level, thereby protecting the valuable
electronics in your home or ofﬁce. There are many brands of surge
protection on the market and some are deﬁnitely of better quality
than others. Our knowledgeable electricians will be able to offer
valuable advice, as a properly sized surge protector for the whole
house can save you thousands of dollars from just one single
incident.

For all of your home’s electrical service, repairs or installations, call the company you can trust.

Call today!
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